
How can I get to the airport?

€1.80/trip

or

 Jean-Jaurès   Odyssud-Ritouret   Airport30

The cheapest solution

The fastest solution

Trip time 

50 minutes*

*During rush hour, estimated time under normal traffic conditions. 

From 5.30 am to midnight, every 10 minutes 
on weekdays and every 15 minutes at weekends

Trip time 

45 minutes*

Every 20 minutes for the periods from 
6.30 am to 10 am and from 4 pm to 8 pm 

More infos on:
www.tisseo.fr/ 
les-tarifs/la-gamme

* If you work half-time or more, your employer will pay 50% of the pass. If you work less than 
half-time, the cost will be proportional to the number of hours worked in relation to half-time.

Rates in force on 1 July 2023 

Optimise your transport budget!
›  full-time, part-time*, apprentices, temporary workers, from 

the private and public sectors... 
All employees who have taken out a public 
transport pass for their commuting are eligible 
for reimbursement by their employer.

›  This applies to all passes: 
7 days, 30 days 30 trips, 31 days, Annual.

›  Ask your employer now!

Opt for a travel pass
That’s all you need to do for unlimited travel on the network: 
your account will automatically be debited at the beginning of each month.  
To save time, subscribe from the Tisséo e-agency!

Tisséo network 
excluding 
airport shuttle 

Airport shuttle 
+ Tisséo network

Pass €47.30/month 
or €568.40/year 

€56.50/month 
or €678/year

After subtraction of 
the 50% employer 
contribution

€23.65/month 
or €284.20/year

€28.25/month 
or €339/year

Do you need customised 
advice on getting 
around? Any questions? 

Our Allô Tisséo telephone advisers 
are available to guide you at 
05 61 41 70 70 (from 6 am to 8 pm 
from Monday to Friday, and from 
8.30 am to 6.30 pm on Saturdays). 

The Tisséo mobile app, 
my favourite travel companion!
It gives you the best route and next departures. 
Thanks to its many features, you’ll get to 
know the Tisséo network inside out!
Free and available in English 
and Spanish, install it now!

Network info and custom alerts
The more you know, the better 
you manage. Covering new lines, 
new routes, line disruptions or 
construction work... you’ll get to know 
the Tisséo network inside out.
Convenient: customise your 
notifications to receive only 
the information for your 
favourite lines at any time!

-50 % 
minimum for 
employees

 Jean-Jaurès       Airport31Guyenne-Berry ou 
Pasteur-Mairie de Blagnac

Toulouse city centre and Matabiau station Airport

€9/trip
Trip time 

25 minutes*

You no longer need to buy a ticket!
Just pay with your bank card or smartphone with a contactless 
payment app in lieu of a ticket in the airport shuttle.
Multi-passengers: with family, friends, colleagues... you can 
use a single bank card or your smartphone to take the airport 
shuttle, up to 5 passengers (cardholder + 4 passengers).

Every 15 minutes 7 days a week


